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Synchronizing Global Expeditionary Capabilities

DLA provides significant support for every CCDR...our relationship with USTRANSCOM is special and unique because of the interrelationships of our processes  
*DLA Director’s Intent, July 2015*

As future conflicts become increasingly dynamic, U.S. forces must have the agility to respond quickly, across traditional regional boundaries with a variety of strategic capabilities  
*Gen McDew, HASC Subcommittee on Readiness, March 2016*

Because of lessons learned from Operation United Assistance, and subsequent joint exercises, we partnered with DLA to integrate their Rapid Deployment Initiative (RDI) into our JTF-PO capability to provide rapid initial theater distribution support to the supported Geographic Combatant Commander (GCC)  
*Gen McDew, HASC Subcommittee on Readiness, March 2016*
USTC/DLA: Joint Providers Improving Global Expeditionary Capabilities

LOE I – Support to Operations
Strategic organizational arrangements; Global basing

LOE II – Advance Cyber Capabilities
Facing Challenges; Undertaking initiatives

LOE III – Institutionalize Strategic Partnerships to Improve Support
Collaborating w/ MILSVCs and industry = enhanced rapid expeditionary responsiveness

LOE IV – Continuous Process Improvement
Improving expeditionary ops via customer collaboration

LOE V – Identify and Develop the Best People
“Thinking expeditionary”

- Rapid Deployment Initiative
- Trans-Arabian Network
- Camp Lemonier-Djibouti

- Industry Resiliency
- Info Sharing & Analysis

- FMS / F-35
- Jones/Cargo Preference Act Compliance
- Industry engagement

- Humanitarian Assist./Disaster Relief
- Bahrain, Iwakuni
- Time-Definite Delivery

- Expeditionary Force
- Joint Exercises